SG Approves Budget Requests
With Council's Reservations

SG will submit budget requests to the Administrative Council for possible increases. These requests must present a list of the previous year's expenses in addition to their budget requests to both SG and the Council. The SG treasurer will be responsible for checking the budget of each group. Each student organization will be expected to submit their proposed budget for the following year by the end of March. To wrap up the budget discussions, Bill Slaye moved a motion that the 1968-69 SG budget requested by the budget committee be accepted by SG with the possibility of having intercollegiate telephones installed. Members of IDG were informed that other campuses have such a system whereby dorm students can call other dorms without charge by dialing an extension number.

Activities Fee
Further work has been done on the SG activities fee which was suggested earlier this semester. Letters are being sent to all Campus groups requesting that some material symbol of each organization be presented to SG:

At a recent meeting, Student Government gave some attention to the budget recently presented by John Ladeski, treasurer of Student Government. He announced that the budget request had been approved with a few reservations, by the Administrative Council.

Some of the recommendations made by the Council included an investigation of the Amnicola's budget needs. It was suggested that SG examine its Student Activities and Special Projects accounts in order to determine if any funds can be transferred to the Amnicola. If these funds cannot be obtained, then SG will submit budget requests to the Administrative Council for possible increases.

In its final report, the organization must present a list of the previous year's expenses in addition to their budget requests to both SG and the Council. The SG treasurer will be responsible for checking the budget of each group. Each student organization will be expected to submit their proposed budget for the following year by the end of March. To wrap up the budget discussions, Bill Slaye moved a motion that the 1968-69 SG budget requested by the budget committee be accepted by SG with the possibility of having intercollegiate telephones installed. The motion was carried unanimously.

Senior John Freund has initiated a project to bring some Yuletide cheer to those who otherwise would miss it. With a group of students, Freund plans to visit the State Hospital for the mentally retarded in White Haven on Friday, December 20th. An attempt is now being made to raise money to buy Christmas gifts for the patients. Anyone interested in spending approximately two hours of his time helping those people is asked to attend a meeting on Tuesday, December 17 in the Christian Science Church at 11 a.m. Those who cannot attend are asked to contact Freund at 474-5565.

NOTE
Senior John Freund has initiated a project to bring some Yuletide cheer to those who otherwise would miss it. With a group of students, Freund plans to visit the State Hospital for the mentally retarded in White Haven on Friday, December 20th. An attempt is now being made to raise money to buy Christmas gifts for the patients. Anyone interested in spending approximately two hours of his time helping those people is asked to attend a meeting on Tuesday, December 17 in the Christian Science Church at 11 a.m. Those who cannot attend are asked to contact Freund at 474-5565.

A discussion concerning costs followed. It was decided that the committee should look for a way to subsidize the concert which would be acceptable to SG, so that profits and losses would not involve the governing body.

Protest Policy Discussed By Deans, IDC, Student Life Committee

A report was given to IDC members concerning protest policy to be used should an occasion arise when such a policy will be needed. The policy was presented during the last meeting of the Student Life Committee, Dr. Fairley, and the Deans.

The policy would be invoked in situations where it is felt that an administration is infringing on the rights of others. The procedures in such a case would be initiated by the Student Life Committee obtaining all the pertinent information. It is the full intention of the Deans to have the full story be known. The committee would then hold a hearing within 48 hours, so that all the information would be fresh and easily traced.

The review of the protest or demonstration would follow, and the committee would make the recommendation for final action. The committee would act upon this together with the Deans so that it would give students a say in verdicts concerning protest. It was suggested that an evaluation of the Student Life Committee be undertaken to determine the scope of its duties and responsibilities.

One suggestion was the possibility of a constitution being written for the committee for the use of the campus. The constitution would lay down a direct liaison between students and Administration and can prove to be an effective instrument by which students can have a stronger voice in the College.

The Christmas dinner is to be held in the main cafeteria this year at 7 p.m. The students are urged to dress up for this festive occasion.

A question was raised concerning the possibility of having intercollegiate telephones installed. Members of IDC were informed that other campuses have such a system whereby dorm students can call other dorms without charge by dialing an extension number.

Various problems pertaining to this project were discussed. It was mentioned that a switchboard would have to be open all night to the annoyance of students. It was certain that the actual expense that would be involved in the installation of such a system.

Library hours were discussed again and a random questionnaire was distributed by SG representatives.

The SG committee met again on Friday, December 13, 1968, to discuss the possible budget requests and their effects on student life.
Letters to the Editor

Bio, Club Offers Activities Suggestions

Dear Editor:

This year, as in previous years, Student Government has been faced with the same problem concerning the Homecoming Dinner-Dance: similar affairs were carried on at the same time by other organizations on Campus that were under the guidance of Student Government. Some of these affairs were competitive in that they contained to draw students away from the traditional Student Government Dinner-Dance while other affairs had been attended by students who had no intention of attending the Student Government affair. As an aid to the latter, I, therefore, contact with this problem which were informed that the clubs was in danger of losing its calendar date and future Student Government subsidies as the result of an action of supplantation taken by Student Government against competing clubs.

Is there no question but that some kind of action must be taken by Student Government to remedy this problem? However, the recent proposal by the Calendar Committee is a STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION. Rather than force the hall of all affairs that will conflict with the Student Government Dinner-Dance, the Calcom will the purse strings, and demanding this ONE OR NONE: Student Government next year.

2. APPEAL TO THE WILKES STUDENTS

A. Questionnaire

Ask the students what their views and ideas are toward the Homecoming Dinner-Dance: what music are their preference; what cuisine do they feel was the best, and does the affair warrant it better?

B. Consult Clubs and Dorms

The President of the Student Government and I.D.C. appeal to the officers to get suggestions and opinions from their members. In other words, by which could be voted by Student Government.

3. INCREASED PARTICIPATION

Make Homecoming an event planned by all. Dorms and dorms will include dorms and clubs in the planning and preparation of the event. Dorms or clubs will be asked to take charge of making decorations or making souvenirs of the event.

Let the dorms and clubs do much of the work under the direction of the Student Government and the Home- committee. Basically, the proposal is that: IF THE STUDENTS WONT COME TO THE DINNER DANCE, THEN BRING THE DINNER DANCE TO THE STUDENTS!

4. ENGAGE THE BEACON

Have the students follow up the Homecoming Dinner-Dance with a Big Spread issue of pictures of the formal. After the formal students will ask how good the affair really was and what a great time they missed.

Suggestions: First, a collection of comments and criticisms made by members of the Biological Society when the dinner dance was discussed. In this case of the comments I have added to each what I thought was the suggestion.

STUDENT A: "Food at the dinner dances in past years was terrible, I'm not paying $5.00 for a SUGGESTION: This year had it that the food was good—a sign of a better time in past years. Of course the food was delicious, perhaps a step further into the future would be the selection of a "minor theme" for Homecoming. Accent on a different cuisine each year. For example: Try Hawaiian! Serve part of the menu in Hawaiian fashion—a barbecue or pig roast, pineapples and fruit, etc. Nothing exotic, extreme, or expensive, but just new and different. Let the decorations reflect the minor theme too.

STUDENT B: "The 12-piece band was rotten—they were OK to listen to, but for dancing... what a big mistake!"

SUGGESTION: Rather than employing an orchestra, maybe the following format can be used: Have a small band lend itself to better entertainment:

1. Quiet dinner and cocktail music.
2. A DJ on stage here is organ music or piped-in stereo. The music here provides only a pleasant background to which one is particularly attuned.
3. Book a floor show, preferably a group of comedians which one on several shows throughout the course of the evening.
4. Promote the dinner, preferably a band that plays a variety or a rock band, depending on what the students would

Campus Woman

by Kathy Kopetche

Since everyone has been good for Christmas, we all know that Saul Clauss will bring us exactly what we want. This year there is a large variety of gifts to choose from, but the worst part is that we cannot have them all. What I would like to see is a something luxurious and extravagant once in a while, why not for Christmas?

First, a girl might want a year's supply of cream rinse so that she can have soft shiny hair for Christmas. Or else she might like a dozen pairs of false eyelashes in all colors, sizes, and shapes. A sauntal face would be nice or a mirror with lights in a traveling case would also be welcome. Either a hairbrush with a beautiful mist to set hair in twenty minutes? If she already has a hairdresser, a girl can order a set of electric curlers for instant hairfix. Or if the girl is on the practical side, an electric toothbrush would be ideal.

One can always dream a little and order something completely extraordinary to order. For example: order a box of forty lipsticks and a ton of false fingernails. For the money-conscious girl a huge dictionary would be an excellent gift. But back in reality a girl still has a variety of gifts to choose from, and it's still nice to dream once in a while.

What - Where - When

BASKETBALL, DREW UNIVERSITY, TOMORROW. SWIMMING, BLOOMSBURG STATE, TOMORROW. WRESTLING, C. W. POST COLLEGE, TOMORROW. I.DC DORM PARTY, YESTERDAY. KICKBALL, I.D.C. PARK, TOMORROW. DINNER DANCE, THEN BRING THE DINNER DANCE TO THE STUDENTS!

Art Exhibit, CONYNGHAM ANNEX, MONDAY - FRIDAY.

Easter Farrar, Ilona Miller, Jane Miller tomatoes, Christmas. Or else she might like a dozen pairs of false eyelashes in all colors, sizes, and shapes. A sauntal face would be nice or a mirror with lights in a traveling case would also be welcome. Either a hairbrush with a beautiful mist to set hair in twenty minutes? If she already has a hairdresser, a girl can order a set of electric curlers for instant hairfix. Or if the girl is on the practical side, an electric toothbrush would be ideal.

One can always dream a little and order something completely extraordinary to order. For example: order a box of forty lipsticks and a ton of false fingernails. For the money-conscious girl a huge dictionary would be an excellent gift. But back in reality a girl still has a variety of gifts to choose from, and it's still nice to dream once in a while.

THE BEACON
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An over-saturation combined with a sort of compassion and a liking for Bostonian accent are some of the favorable viewpoints. The Boston Medical University has expressed satisfaction with its Master's degree students, especially in the Boston University.

Dr. Rosenberg is serving as the Deputy Imperial Chairman of the dress industry, where he receives the facts concerning grievances in personal concerns and serves as an arbitrator.

Dr. Rosenberg has also served in the field of minimum wages; he was chosen in Pennsylvania as both a member and chairman of the state minimum wage committee. Also, both in February and November of 1968, he spent time in Puerto Rico where he again worked in the setting of setting minimum wages for American concerns located there.

After World War II, Dr. Rosenberg worked in U.N.R.R.A., the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration, where he held the position of economist. Here he was involved in aiding the relief efforts of the European countries. After the War, Dr. Rosenberg found this rewarding not only because of its obvious beneficial effects but also because it gave him a chance to work with people from all over the world in the rehabilitation of those countries.

Amnicola Up For Grabs Now

The editors of the Amnicola have announced that it is not too late for students to submit their books. The price is $2 and office hours are from 10 a.m. till 3 p.m. on Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday. The office is located in the Student Union, Room 301.

Also announced was the following: in order to help students who have not yet picked up their 1969-70 Amnicola, students are asked to please pick up their books as soon as possible and to bring their receipts. Those students are: Kathy Balch, Beverley Banker, Mynara Broderick, Debby Bronstein, Joyce Christian, Sheila Cass, Mary Caroline, Carole Cromer, Anna Marie Dombrowski, Kathy Deibel, Jill Della Penna, Peony Dombroski, Kathy Deibel, Jill Della Penna, and Patricia Columbus.

Also, Jay Bodek, Sabra Haines, Jane Kagan, Barbara Hasle, Edward Katsaros, Jim Laffey, Judy Ladowsky, Kathy Lash, Mary Linuskas, Phyllis Linko, and Helen Milner, Keith Rusin, Jane Kiflen, and others.


Also, Bradley Varchol, Galen Walsh, Elia Geller, John Wesley, Ned Williams, Howard Weisz, and Mrs. Michael Worth (3).

Honors

(Continued from Page 4)

Earlier in the week, the M.A.C. announced its choices for their respective division teams. Wilkes graders dominated the North Division as eight men were selected to first-team berths with three more achieving honorable mention.

Four Colonels were named to the team for the Division Two game. For the Division Two, the team is ranked as follows: Bill C Meier, offensive end; Bill Comstock, offensive tackle; Bill Glick, defensive end; and Bill Doan, defensive tackle. For the Division Two, the team is ranked as follows: Bill C Meier, offensive end; Bill Comstock, offensive tackle; Bill Glick, defensive end; and Bill Doan, defensive tackle.

Accorded honorable mention were: Ed Burke, offensive tackle; George Der, defensive tackle; and Lou Kase, linebman.

Shop at... GRAHAM'S FOR YOUR SCHOOL SUPPLIES

96 SOUTH MAIN STREET

WILKES-BARRE 852-6252

Respectfully submitted,
Allie Ross

Vice-President of the

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

BOOK & CARD MART

10 SOUTH MAIN STREET

WILKES-BARRE

Greeting Cards

Contemporary Books

PAPERBACKS & GIFTS

PHONE: 825-4767

For Sales and Sales Management Training Program

This Program is designed to develop young college graduates for careers in sales management. It provides an initial training period of 3 months (including 2 weeks at a Home Office School) before moving into full sales work.

Those trainees who are interested in and who are found qualified for the position are assured of ample opportunity to move on to such work in either our field offices or in the Home Office after an initial period in sales.

Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities for those accepted.

Arrange with the placement office for an interview with Connecticut Mutual Life

INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD • The Blue Chip Company • Since 1846
Wrestlers Cop Quadrangular Win In Convincing Style

The matmen of Coach John Reece opened their 1968-69 campaign on a successful note last Saturday afternoon when they swept eight individual championships and walked away with their first quadrangular victory. The Colonels amassed 87 points in the round-robin competition while Buffalo University finished with 49, host Oneonta garnered 47 points for a third place finish, while Montclair (N.J.) State finished in fourth place with 41. The point totals were determined on the basis of ten points for a first place finish, seven for a second, four for third and two for fourth.

Coach Reece was well pleased with his team's initial performance in New York. "We did well," he said. "We're proud of all the boys and I'm sure we made a favorable impression. Of course we looked much better in the second round -- I think the long trip may have us a bit sluggish in the opening round. We rebounded well though and the effort was a good one.

Results of the quadrangular meet:

FIRST ROUND
123—Matvick, W., pinned Pehrenau, Montclair, 3-0.
130—Marfa, W. , decisioned Genat, Montclair, 2-0.
137—Kaschenschatz, W., decisioned Clarke, Oneonta, 1-0.
145—Verzera, W., decisioned Sado, Buffalo, 1-0.
152—Zeliner, W., decisioned Supren, Oneonta, 1-0.
160—Willett, W., decisioned Miller, Oneonta, 1-0.
167—Wiendl, W., decisioned Lukes, Oneonta, 1-0.
177—Ceccoli, W., decisioned Lair, Oneonta, 1-0.
184—Zeltner, W., pinned Schiedenbech, Buffalo, 3-0.
191—Zeltner, W., pinned Schiedenbech, Buffalo, 3-0.
Heavyweight—Lacey, W., bye.

SECOND ROUND
123—Matvick, W., pinned Schepm, Oneonta, 3-2.
130—Marfa, W., pinned Genat, Montclair, 3-0.
137—Kaschenschatz, W., decisioned Steever, Buffalo, 4-0.
145—Verzera, W., decisioned Blias, Oneonta, 4-0.
152—Zeliner, W., decisioned Anderson, Oneonta, 1-0.
160—Willett, W., decisioned Wiendl, Buffalo, 2-0.
167—Wiendl, W., decisioned Grice, Oneonta, 1-0.
177—Nuzzo, Montclair, decisioned Ceccoli, W., 2-0.
184—Fritz, W., decisioned Lyon, Montclair.
Heavyweight—Lacey, W., 2-0.

The Colonels' first big test will occur before the home fans Monday night before the final day of the 1968-69 season at Indiana University of Pennsylvania. (Springfield) College invade the Coffey Field in the annual Big Three-Berke area affair. The Indians are one of two teams which nearly have lost a match on the locals last season. The visitors managed a 16-18 thriller before the 1967 holiday recess, Coach Reece expressed doubt concerning the outcome.

"If we aren't at full strength physically, they're going to be tough." They'll be going in there right from a match with Navy aluminum and then face East Stroudsburg, the Associated Press' No. 1 team, "They're definitely going to be tough this one will be one of the biggest of the year," Reece then went on to list Springfield, Hofstra, East Stroudsburg, the Associated Press', and then East Stroudsburg, "We've definitely going to be tough this one will be one of the biggest of the year," Reece then went on to list Springfield, Hofstra, East Stroudsburg, the Associated Press', and then East Stroudsburg, "They'll be tough, but they're going in there right from a match with Navy aluminum and then face East Stroudsburg, the Associated Press' No. 1 team, "They're definitely going to be tough this one will be one of the biggest of the year."

It is interesting to note that the Colonels' first big test与 the Associated Press' No. 1 team, "They're definitely going to be tough this one will be one of the biggest of the year."

This is interesting to note that the Colonels' first big test with the Associated Press' No. 1 team, "They're definitely going to be tough this one will be one of the biggest of the year."

Chuck Robbins

Sporting Goods Ready to serve you

With a complete line of Sweaters, Jackets, Emblems, Sporting Goods.

28 North Main Street

Pomeroys

Midway shopping center, Wyo., and Downtown Wilkes-Barre

Are your headquarters for:

Van Heusen
Dobson
Villager
Rush Togs
Fair
R & S
Betsy Barclay

Plus many other famous brands